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Curb Your Enthusiasm Season 7 The wait is over Larry David is back! In
Season 7, Larry contemplates his future with an ailing Loretta, and decides on
a novel approach to winning back Cheryl. In addition to Larry finding himself
embroiled in the usual cauldron of self-made crises, he orchestrates a reunion
with the entire cast of Seinfeld!. The Table Read Larry is miffed at both Marty
Funkhouser's sudden presence on set during the Seinfeld reunion's table read
and text messages from the nine-year-old daughter of a co-worker. Leon poses
as a dead doctor to alleviate Michael Richards' concerns over his Groat's
Disease diagnosis. Officer Krupke Larry meets a police officer with the same
name as the one from West Side Story and goes to extreme lengths to cover for
his friend after Susie finds panties in the glove compartment of Jeff's car.
Meanwhile, a friend of Cheryl's competes against her for the role of George's
ex-wife in the Seinfeld reunion. The Black Swan Larry runs 'afowl' of the
members and policies at a country club and discovers his mother's headstone
was purposefully misspelled by his father to save a hundred dollars. The Bare
Midriff Jerry Seinfeld and Larry are put off by a flabby assistant wearing a
shirt that exposes her midriff, and some errant urine from Larry leads her to
think a picture of Jesus is crying. Denise Handicapped Larry, dating a
wheelchair-bound woman mostly out of guilt, realizes he gets to take
advantage of the perks society affords her as well. Meanwhile, following an
argument over picking up a lunch check, he hopes to end a rumor that Rosie
O'Donnell can beat him up. The Hot Towel Larry makes an enemy of Christian
Slater at Ted and Mary's anniversary party and runs into an ex-girlfriend who
shows renewed interest in him. Meanwhile, Larry's doctor gives him his
personal number and soon regrets it. The Reunion Larry at long last relents
and agrees to a Seinfeld reunion when he realizes it could help him win back
Cheryl. Larry's miffed when Jason Alexander refuses to coordinate tips on
their separate, but equal, checks and when Lakers tickets given by NBC turn
out to be terrible. Vehicular Fellatio At a dinner, Larry offends yet another of
Richard Lewis' girlfriends, this time after finding out she blew Richard in the
car on the ride over. Larry hopes to get a doctor to recommend to Loretta that
she break up with him Funkhouser's Crazy Sister Marty Funkhouser cashing in
on Larry's empty gesture regarding his mentally ill sister and Susie's dinner
party invitation protocols land Jeff in a sticky situation. Fearing the results of
Loretta's biopsy, Larry wants to quickly break up with her to avoid having to
care for her should it come back positive. HBO
The New Daughter Academy Award winner Kevin Costner stars as John, a
newly divorced father who moves into a rural South Carolina home with his
adolescent daughter, Louisa and young son, Sam. But when Louisa begins to
behave in a bizarre and increasingly violent manner, John must uncover the
truth behind her transformation. Is the former owner's shocking secret to
blame? And how far will a father go to protect his daughter from an ancient
evil determined to take her over? Samantha Mathis and Erik Palladino (ER)
co-star in this intense thriller that marks the English-language directorial debut
of Luis Berdejo, co-writer of the modern suspense classics [REC] and
Quarantin. Anchor Bay
Hard Ride To Hell A group of terrified campers attempt to outrun a gang of
devil-worshipping bikers in this high-octane horror flick starring Miguel
Ferrer and Katherine Isabelle (Ginger Snaps). They were just looking for a
place to pop a tent; now they're running for their lives. Texas can be a truly
unforgiving place, especially if you've just stumbled into a blood sacrifice.
Now, in order to escape their diabolical pursuers, the desperate vacationers
flee to a remote ghost town and seek sanctuary in a derelict church. A chance
encounter with a mysterious young boy and a malevolent priest, however,
leads to a terrifying battle between good and evil that no mortal could ever
survive. Vivendi
Imagine This This compelling, inspiring, original musical is a personal
journey through one of the most devastating periods of world history, but
above all it is a story of hope; where laughter rises above tears; where freedom
and resistance are found through imagination; and where love knows no
boundaries. The setting: The Warsaw Ghetto, Poland, 1942. A group of actors
struggles to keep the dream of freedom and the will to resist alive among the
prisoners of the ghetto by performing the epic tale of Masada, the ancient
Judean mountain where, over 2,000 years ago, a small band of courageous
rebels held 10,000 Roman soldiers at bay. In this recording of a live
performance in London's West End, Imagine This speaks to the strength of the
human spirit; to man s determination to survive in the face of hatred and evil;
his quest to be free under the fist of oppression; and to love in a world where
love seems impossible. PBS
American Experience My Lai The words "My Lai" are seared into our
memories of the Vietnam War, but few know what really happened in the
small Vietnamese village on March 16, 1968. Now, drawing on 400 hours of
recently discovered audio recordings and new interviews with participants, eye
witnesses, and investigators, the complete story can finally be told about one
of the most shocking atrocities in modern times-and about lesser-known acts
of remarkable courage. Academy Award-nominated filmmaker Barak
Goodman reexamines how an ordinary American infantry unit came to murder
more than 300 unarmed Vietnamese civilians, how a handful of their fellow
soldiers tried heroically to stop them, and how U.S. officials struggled vainly
to keep the world from hearing about My Lai. PBS
Hunter Second Season Dirty Harry's met his match in NFL player turned cop
Rick Hunter (Fred Dryer); the hard-nosed detective continues to take down
society's worst criminals in Season 2. This season, Hunter tracks the brute who
raped his partner, Dee Dee McCall (Stepfanie Kramer) and investigates a
murder involving Russian spies. James Whitmore Jr. and Bruce Davidson
co-star. Guest stars include Isaac Hayes, Garrett Morris and Jane Russell. Mill
Creek
Bert and Ernie 's Great Adventures Everybody's favorite "Sesame Street"
pals Bert and Ernie star in this collection of claymation shorts in which the
roommates climb aboard Bert's mysterious flying bed and take nighttime trips
into fantastic realms where incredible adventures await. As Bert and Ernie
encounter old friends and strange foes alike on their travels, they gain insights
about friendship, cooperation, empathy and other valuable life lessons. Warner
Road To Memphis Intertwining the stories of two very different men and the
events leading to the tragic intersection of their lives, this unique documentary
chronicles the paths of Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. and the man who
assassinated him, James Earl Ray. Filmmaker Stephen Ives explores the
tumultuous sociopolitical climate that created a rift in American society,
culminating in King's shocking murder on April 4, 1968 PBS
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24 Season 7 Following up on the harrowing events of the feature-length movie
Redemption, 24's full-throttle seventh season once again hurtles viewers back into
the breathless pace of the series proper with all the fast-paced verve fans have
come to expect from FOX’s blockbuster action franchise. Federal Agent Jack
Bauer (Kiefer Sutherland) returns from working alongside old friend Carl Benton
at an underprivileged boys' school in war-ravaged Sangala, Africa, where he was
forced to spring back into action after a heinous warlord kidnapped schoolchildren to be recruited as soldiers for a planned coup. Back in the States, Allison
Taylor (Cherry Jones) has been inaugurated as the country’s first female
president, which puts her family in danger. Soon after returning, Jack discovers
that the terrorists who have breached the government’s computer database
infrastructure may be the same ones behind the Sangala incident. Set in Washington, DC, for the first time, the season opens four years after Season Six with CTU
dismantled and Jack on trial for all his "misconduct" at CTU. Jack's day takes an
unexpected turn when someone threatens the government and his expertise are
needed again.In addition Elisha Cuthbert returns as Jack's daughter, Kim.
Included here are all 24 episodes. Fox
Family Guy Something, Something Darkside The story of The Empire Strikes
Back is retold. Darth Vader (Stewie) is hunting the rebel Luke Skywalker (Chris)
and his troops relentlessly across the galaxy. On the ice planet Hoth, Luke has a
vision of his late mentor Obi-Wan Kenobi (Herbert), telling him to go to the
Dagobah system to learn the ways of the Force under Jedi Master Yoda (Carl).
Meanwhile Princess Leia (Lois) finds herself taking a shine to the scruffy pilot
Han Solo (Peter) and, against all odds, the two soon fall in love. But an encounter
with Han’s old friend Lando Calrissian (Mort) lands them in the clutches of the
Empire. Envisioning this, Luke chooses to forgo his Jedi training to save his
friends. It all comes to a head in a climactic confrontation with Darth Vader
himself… Fox
My Name Is Earl 4th Season NBC's enormously popular and critically acclaimed
sitcom My Name Is Earl stars Jason Lee as a reformed criminal who sees the light
when he loses a winning lottery ticket after getting hit by a car. He decides his
bad luck can be chalked up to bad karma, and sets about making amends with
everyone he has ever wronged. In past seasons this very long list has included-before Earl helped them out--a former victim of Earl's schoolyard bullying,
whom he helps to come out of the closet, and a one-legged girl from whom Earl
once stole a car. Ethan Suplee plays Earl's slow but goodhearted brother and
sidekick, Randy, and Jaime Pressly (Not Another Teen Movie) co-stars as Earl's
crass ex-wife, Joy. Playing out like a small-screen version of a Coen Brothers
film, My Name Is Earl is funny, creative, clever, and full of heart. In this wry
sitcom's fourth and final season, lovable loser Earl Hickey (Jason Lee), who's
trying to atone for past misdeeds and selfish choices by helping everyone he's
ever wronged, continues checking off his list of alienated acquaintances. Aiding
the erstwhile ne'er-do-well with his mission are his ex-wife (Emmy winner Jaime
Pressly), his bedraggled brother (Ethan Suplee) and a motel maid named Catalina
(Nadine Velazquez). Fox
Lie to Me Season One It’s all about the tiny, tell-tale signs: a quiver of the lip, an
overturned hand, or even a shrug of a shoulder could indicate that a person’s got
something to hide. In the fast-paced Fox drama Lie To Me, Tim Roth stars as Dr.
Cal Lightman, a scientist with an uncanny ability to pick up on each of these
almost-imperceptible signs and thus root out a liar in any situation. Together with
his hand-trained team members, including his partner, psychologist Dr. Gillian
Foster, Lightman assists law enforcement agencies in their interrogations and
investigations. Season One sees the team study terrorists, serial rapists, and
corrupt pharmaceutical company executives for signs of dishonesty. This
collection includes every episode from the show’s critically acclaimed first year.
Fox
Sons of Anarchy Season One From the creative minds behind The Shield and
The Sopranos comes a gripping drama that takes you into the ruthless underworld of outlaw bikers. This intense drama about an outlaw motorcycle club.
Bound by blood as well as by duty, Jackson Teller (Charlie Hunnam), his mother,
Gemma (Katey Sagal), and his stepfather, Clay (Ron Perelman), are each prominent figures in a motorcycle gang that runs both a (legal) auto body shop and an
(illegal) arms trade. Season One follows each member as they struggle to contain
their family secrets while battling drug dealers and law enforcement, and attempt
to protect their quiet hometown of Charming, California. Action-packed and rife
with dark humor, Sons Of Anarchy debuted to critical acclaim for its blend of
raucous, revved-engine fun and smart storytelling. This collection includes every
episode from the show’s first season on FX. Fox
Love, Lies & Betrayal Lies, Seduction & vengeance are just a few of the recurring themes in this collection of harrowing films where lives are turned upside
down and thrust into twisted webs of Love, Lies and Betrayal. These 12 films
include an impressive array of award-winning and highly-rated movies with some
of Hollywood's top talent. Incredible star power includes: Keri Russell, Kiefer
Sutherland, Keanu Reeves, Nicollette Sheridan, Meredith Baxter, Evan Rachel
Wood, Tim Matheson, Angie Harmon, Jamey Sheridan, Shannen Doherty and
Angie Everhart...and many more The Babysitter's Seduction An 18-year-old
babysitter becomes the focus of a murder investigation and also the object of
affection for the widower of the children she's hired to watch. Brotherhood of
Justice A group of high school students turn to vigilantism to combat the violence
and drug dealing in their town but in turn take things too far, thus endangering
them and others. Child's Cry A young boy comes under the watch of a caring
social worker who suspects he may be the victim of sexual abuse but cannot
determine if his father, a friend or a stranger is responsible. Deadly Betrayal A
neglected housewife has an affair with her daughter's teacher but things turn
sinister when the teacher's dark secrets are revealed and the housewife and family
are put in great peril. Deception A female decoy for a private investigator finds
her latest case involving a cheating husband and his rich wife becoming complicated when she begins falling in love with the husband and her life is threatened.
Down Will Come Baby A young girl who is struggling with her mother's long
work-related absences finds a neighbor taking an interest in her and her father
until the interest turns out to be a deadly obsession. The Fatal Image A mother and
daughter on vacation in Paris end up in danger when they inadvertently witness a
murder involving a high-ranking French official and his femme fatale partner.
Those Bedroom Eyes A chance encounter on a train between a suicidal psychology professor and a mysterious woman with a dark past brings excitement and
danger into the professor's life involving a string of murders. Trail of Tears Two
very different mothers end up sharing the road and the common goal of locating
their missing children who were abducted by their fathers. Video Voyeur A young
housewife finds her life turned upside down when it is discovered a trusted
neighbor has been secretly videotaping her from inside her home during some
very private moments. View of Terror A successful young woman finds her life in
shambles when she becomes the object of obsession for a mysterious voyeur who
has murderous intents. Wicked Minds A recent college graduate visits his father
and finds himself becoming involved with his father's new wife, a stunning
beauty half the father's age and with some ulterior motives. Mill Creek
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Love, Loss & Affliction Emotions run deep in this collection of feature films
filled with drama, tragedy and romance. Including a rare blend of popular,
award-winning movies, this dynamic compilation stars some of Hollywood's
best and brightest! Incredible star power includes: David Duchovny, Morgan
Freeman, Rachel McAdams, Mercedes Ruehl, Michael Madsen, Michael Cera,
Lorraine Bracco, Meredith Baxter, Melissa Gilbert, Timothy Dalton, Sela
Ward, Bruce Greenwood...and many more! And Then There Was One A
couple is finally blessed with the birth of a baby girl after many years of trying
to have children but are shocked to discover that she and they are all infected
with the AIDS virus. Baby Snatcher A young working-class mother is
devastated when her newborn baby is taken from her home by a desperate
woman who had miscarried her own baby and now looks to pass off the infant
as her own after faking her pregnancy. Custody of the Heart A mother trying
to balance her family and her successful business is shocked when her
out-of-work husband decides to divorce her, demands custody of the children
and asks for half of her business. The Execution of Raymond Graham The
impending execution of a convicted killer is seen through his eyes and those of
the people surrounding him in this story covering the final two hours of the
man's life. Guilt By Association A single mother raising her two children finds
her life drastically changed when she is convicted of being a co-conspirator in
a drug operation run by her boyfriend and is sentenced to 20 years in prison.
Happy Endings Two neighbors, both hopelessly in love, try to help each other
win the hearts of their objects of affection but find themselves growing closer
to each other instead. The Hired Heart A widowed doctor looks to stop the
locals from attempting to marry her off to one of the town's eligible bachelors
by hiring an escort to pretend to be her boyfriend during the annual festival.
Miles To Go After five years of remission, a woman discovers her cancer has
returned so she beings preparing her family for when she is gone and also
looks to live the time she has remaining to the fullest. My Breast A New York
journalist is diagnosed with breast cancer and she is faced with the challenge
of determining to what extent her surgery and treatment will be all with the
help of her family, friends and co-workers. Passion's Way A man and a
woman, who drifted apart many years before, look to rekindle their romance
together but find that a recent relationship the man had with a younger woman
has dire consequences for their potential relationship. The Soul Collector A
being charged with escorting souls to Heaven is punished for his past
misdeeds by being forced to live as a mortal for 30 days on Earth and takes up
residence on the ranch of a widow and her son, learning to be human and
helping them with their lives. Time To Say Goodbye? A family is torn apart
when the father is diagnosed with Alzheimer's and the youngest son kidnaps
his father to prevent him from ending his own life rather than suffer the effects
of his illness. Mill Creek
Cake Boss TLC's hit reality series about a baker and his boisterous family
returns for a flavorful second season. Buddy Valastro of Hoboken, N.J.
attempts to keep his family in line while they whip up culinary wonders at
Carlo's City Hall Bake Shop. As he continues to keep his late father's business
afloat, Buddy whips up cakes that amaze his customers, such as a confection
that talks, another that walks like a robot and even one that helps a client
propose! Discovery
The Nanny Express A widowed father and a hard working student find their
professional arrangement complicated by some very personal feelings in this
uplifting romantic comedy featuring Stacy Keach and Dean Stockwell. David
Chandler (Brennan Elliot) is a single father in need of serious help; his nine
year old son Ben (Uriah Shelton) and teenage daughter Emily (Natalie
Dreyfuss) seem intent on driving away every nanny the hapless father hires,
and in order to keep things under control dad's going to need an extra pair of
hands to help out around the house. Enter Kate: a devoted student who divides
her time between earning her teaching degree and acting as caretaker to her
ailing father. Kate needs a job, and she's smart enough to beat the Chandler
kids at their own game. Not only that, but Kate also understands exactly what
the kids are going through since she too lost her mother when she was just a
young girl. Before long, Kate has managed to break though to Ben, but
winning over Emily won't be nearly as easy. Later, as Kate begins making
headway with Emily, the nurturing nanny and overburdened father begin to
realize their feelings for one another run much deeper than either had ever
anticipated. Genius
Billy Owens and the Secret of the Runes Four youthful magicians face an
epic challenge in this supernatural sequel to The Mystical Adventures of Billy
Owens: trying to thwart a sinister wizard from using a magical scepter to gain
vast powers and treasures. To make matters worse, an ancient amulet with
secret powers has ensnared the soul of their teacher, Thurgood (Roddy Piper).
Now, it's up to Billy (Dalton Mugridge) and his mates to start casting some
powerful spells of their own. MTI
The Shadow Within Warped by grief after one of her twin sons dies at birth,
Marie (Hayley J Williams) allows a sinister medium to use the surviving twin,
Maurice (Laurence Belcher), to communicate with the other side. But danger
beckons when the dead Jacques begins to sap Maurice's life force. Maurice
realizes that although his ghostly brother is merely seeking the love of their
parents, he intends to drag his family with him to the realm of the dead MTI
Sorority Girls 3D In a sizzling game of "Truth or Dare," pledges are put
through their paces by the head of the sorority house (played by vixen Beverly
Lynne). Only the best will pass the test and become one of the elite few
allowed to join. But just what will these ladies do in order to win? Captured in
alluring, full-color 3D, you can almost reach out and touch them, but be
careful they're smoking hot! Co-starring Jassie James, Penny Flame and
Angela Stone. Infinity
PStar Rising Filmmaker Gabriel Noble follows nine year old hip-hop
phenomenon P-Star as she prepares to move out from under the shadow of her
single-parent father/mentor and take the music industry by storm. By night
P-Star keeps the clubs rocking, and by day she greets her fans at public
appearances. Back in the day, P-Star's dad produced such groundbreaking acts
as Ice-T and 2 Live Crew; these days, all of his energy goes toward helping his
daughter reach the top of the charts. But despite her age, P-Star is fiercely
independent. She's never stopped thinking about her mother, and after securing
a record deal she begins to voice her own opinions about how to create a
successful public image. PBS

